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Design For Enrollment
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The goal of your school’s website should be to 
share your school’s story; more importantly, 

make it desirable to become a part of that story

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite

Lets talk about designing your website 
for enrollment 

3 parts to the story…
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• Add text here
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What Makes a Great CTA?

A call to action is an image or text that’s purpose is to 
prompt the end user to take action like click a button, 
download an application or fill out a form.

Here are factors that go into creating a great CTA…
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Factor #3  - It has to be well 
written & actionable
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It’s not surrounded by noise

Give calls to action their own section so they’re easy to 
see – don’t surround them with unrelated content

Prospective students/families are visiting you website to 
learn more. Why not make that possible as soon as 

possible?
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Factor #4 – It offers a reward

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite

Factor #5 – it attracts a 
particular audience
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Why focus on 
storytelling?
The best form of 
engagement is 

anecdotal engagement.
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Engagement defined:
emotional involvement or commitment

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite

Digital Storytelling Defined

• Digital storytelling is the process of fusing design
and content together into one cohesive website. 

• The goal of digital storytelling is to humanize your 
brand, and make their website visit as impactful as 
their on-campus visit.
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The Three Main Emotions

Belonging

Confidence

Excitement
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Define your story with 8 
questions

• 1. What makes our school different than anyone else?

• 2. What do we offer that no one else does?

• 3. What are our latest accomplishments?

• 4. If I asked a student, parent and teacher what they love most about our school, 
what would it be?

• 5.What makes us better (and worse) than the competition?

• 6. What is the typical student's day like? What makes that special?

• 7. What are your traditions and the secrets of your school?

• 8. What makes our story possible?

The content on your website is the 
working 24-7 to sell your school to 
prospective and current families. 
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Blogs
GIVE THESE A TRY

• An alumni blog to feature notable 
alumni and upcoming events

• A Head of School blog
• A travel blog (for schools with 

awesome travel programs!)
• A student-run blog where multiple 

students 
contribute about student life

Why Blog?

37% The percentage of marketers who say blogging is the most 
important piece of content

55% The average increase in website traffic
When you blog

1,200 Average number of new leads gained per month when 
posting 3 blogs per week
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6 Tips for a Better School Blog
1. Determine a focus: Discover where the biggest pieces of your story lay (in most cases, it wont 

be your HoS).
2. Gather a group of dedicated writers: Do you have 350 students? That’s 350 potential authors.
3. Create a content calendar: Hold your contributors accountable and write posts that coincide 

with school happenings
4. Get an editing process in place: No good story has grammar mistakes
5. Write simply and with intent: Blogs aren’t meant to be novels
6. Share via social and subscriptions: Blogs can be used as tweets, Facebook posts, and emails 

— so use them!

Social Media
Use social media to promote your 
school’s community, upcoming 
events, photos, videos, and other 
content that is appealing to 
prospective families

IT’S IMPORTANT TO BE
• Creative
• Entertaining
• Original
• Personal
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Latest in Social Media for Schools

 #1 social driver to 
school sites

 70% of adults use the 
network

Use for driving 
awareness

Considered the most 
important social 
network by teens

 #2 social driver to 
school sites 

 Increasingly popular 
among young parents

 Promote job openings
 Target age, education, 

and big employers in 
the area

Engaging Content
TELL A STORY WITH

• Awesome news stories
• Captivating pictures
• Awesome videos
• Special treatment
• Testimonials
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Testimonials

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite

Testimonials 
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Build better tuition pages in 4 steps.

Tuition pages are a top 3 entry point for school websites, but also have the 
highest bounce rates — meaning website visitors come and leave quickly. 

How do you prevent this?
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Your cost is part of your story

1. Sell your value before you name 
your price.
It is more important to first talk about 
what makes your school so special, 
before you start listing facts and figures.

Use videos, photos, and testimonials 
to sell an experience before revealing 
the cost. Remember: inquiries and 
applicants rely on a good first 
impression, so always put your best foot 
(and story!) forward.
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2. Put an emphasis on scholarships 
and aid.
Brentwood Academy’s tuition page 
discusses their financial aid philosophy 
before revealing a cost. The combination 
of the compelling, high-quality video 
testimonial and text is ideal for easing 
the pain price point that would hinder 
them from learning more.

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite
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3. Replace “tuition” with “affording 
[school name].”
This simple switch signifies that 
you'll be denoting costs, but that 
you're also discussing affordability.

Episcopal Academy features their 
page as "Affording EA" in the 
navigation, and then features a 
financial aid overview video that's 
short, sweet, and compelling!

4. Always end tuition pages with a 
CTA.
Don't just leave your site visitors 
hanging. Capture them with a call to 
action that encourages them to 
learn more. If tuition costs and fees 
haven't scared them away just yet, 
now is your chance to capitalize on 
their attention.
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Infographics
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www.thayer.org

 Drone footage
 Embedded homepage video
 History of Thayer 
 Interactive elements
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www.trinityprep.org

 Panel design
 Summer programs page
 Interactive elements
 Calls to action

www.chadwickinternational.org

 Interactive scrolling experience
 Sticky navigation + side navigation
 Interactive “announcements” pop out
 Unique landing page designs
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www.purnell.org

 The Purnell Difference interactive page
 Drone footage + embedded video
 Pop up inquiry form
 Infinite scroll #MyPurnell panel

Free Website Audit Opportunity

Feeling inspired but not sure how to start?

Get your website graded by one of our experts 
to discover what is helping and hurting your 
online presence!

www.finalsite.com/audit
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Thank you!

We are going to follow up with you with a copy of this 
presentation and our E-book “Designing For Enrollment”

Questions?

@finalsite @tmcdonough1973

Tim.mcdonough@finalsite.com

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite

Designing for Emotion

Our brains like process, order, and visuals better than text
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Landing Pages

Your homepage is an integral part of your enrollment 
strategy, your landing pages for admissions and related 

lower level pages are equally as important.

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite
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Landing Pages

YOUR GOAL IS TO:

• Provide a value prop
• Give a next step
• Offer targeted content

#Finalsite   |         @Finalsite
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